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A REAL ESPRESSO COFFEE 
Compatible for use in Nespresso* Machines 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 

 

  Model #  UPC    DESCRIPTION   SRP 

I‐150  786818110949  Espressione/Bicafé Intenso        50 capsules  $35.00 

ECA‐250  786818110956  Espressione/Bicafé Alma            50 capsules  $37.00 

ECP‐350  786818110963  Espressione/Bicafé Paixão         50 capsules  $40.00 

ECD‐40  786818110970  Espressione/Bicafé Decaf           50 capsules  $40.00 
 

Now you can enjoy the amazing taste of real fresh 
European espresso in the capsule form that’s easy to use.  
Available in four varieties to satisfy your mood, taste and 
flavor – Intenso, Alma, Paixão, and Descafeinado.  Each 
capsule is individually packed in an air-tight package that 
has a shelf life of up to 18 months. Other capsules are 
packed 10 units to a foil which means when you open the 
bag, unless you use the capsules immediately, they will be 
contaminated and likely lost their freshness within 2 
days. Thus we insure the maximum freshness from the 
time you open your first capsule in the box of 50 until 
your last capsule. 

Our capsules have on average 5.8 grams of coffee vs. 
competition who has less than 5 grams of coffee. This is 
a difference of approximately 15%.  BiCafé coffees have 
a soft roasting process and our products never taste 
burnt or bitter.   
 
Specially selected and prepared for your enjoyment – 
taste the elegance of BiCafé today and experience the 
real taste of European espresso! 
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Capsules compatible for use in Nespresso* Machines 

 
INTENSO  
Features: Strong and Bold.   Intensity Grade: 10 
With a dense bod and a fragrantly developed strong character, 
Intenso perfectly combines the taste of real Portuguese coffee, with 
powerful flavors full of personality ... A shot of intensity for connoisseurs! 
 
ALMA  
Features: Intense and Aromatic. Intensity Grade: 9 
Intense and fragrant, that underwent slow roasting and crafting, 
this espresso coffee is distinguished by its complex soul, especially its 
final fruity tangs. A whole coffee with a velvety cream that combines 
South American Arabica with a touch of rugged European inner flavor 
makes the Alma. 
 
PAIXÃO   (Passion in Portuguese)  
Features: Balanced and Creamy.   Intensity Grade: 8 
Balanced and velvety, Paixão achieves the perfect balance between 
strength, density, body and smoothness! The caramel and woody hints  
that remain on the palate after the tasting, are the delicate finishing 
touch that makes all those  who taste this coffee fall in love with it... 
thus the passion! 
 
DECAF  
Features: Rich and Creamy decaf espresso.  Intensity Grade: 6 
Engaging and aromatic, balanced and body, fragrant and intense, that’s  
our Decaf! To taste the Bicafé Decaf is to forget that you are drinking a 
decafe espresso  and to enjoy the unique dedicated experience of tasting 
the perfect coffee. 
 
The BICAFÉ INFORMATION: 
- If you need to exert extra pressure on the lever to close your machine, do so without fear. 
This resistance is due to the fact that Bicafé capsules are made plastic and are completely 
filled with pressed coffee. 
  
-If you hear a strange sound (like a "pop") when the water starts to flow, this is completely 
normal. It indicates that the machine's internal pressure has reached the appropriate level 
to produce a genuine espresso coffee. 
 


